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L etterl
The In modern manufacturing, the product architecture design 

options are usually restricted to those that can be produced with 100% 
confidence using those proven technologies to satisfy the existing 
customer requirement. As a result, the inefficiencies of architecture 
design are considerable due to such limitations. This issue is of particular 
interests in cyber manufacturing when exploring the trade off between 
generality and feasibility in product design and manufacturing. It can 
be expected that the improvement and extension of the existing product 
architecture may be required to meet new customer requirement when 
new technologies become available. An effective system performance 
assessment algorithm is necessary to facilitate the extension of existing 
product architecture. Though there has been a lot of research on 
architecture assessment, there is no well-defined model for level by 
level architecture assessment considering architecture extension. 
In this paper, we propose a general architecture assessment model 
considering the integration of additional functionality requirements 
and performance metrics to evaluate the architecture performance 
along its value pathway to meet stakeholder’s requirements. A 
numerical case study focusing on a hypothetical auto cooling system is 
used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed model [1].

Characterizing a total engineering and setting up a suitable 
relationship network among all useful boundaries of a specific item 
assume a basic part in settling framework fluffiness for building an 
effective item design. The design building focusing on esteem creation 
normally starts from the need or useful prerequisites of the partners. 
Since esteem is benefit at cost, it is vital to adjust the framework intricacy 
also execution capacities of the item engineering. The necessary 
framework abilities to accomplish the given objective are called key 
execution ascribes (KPAs). To satisfy those KPAs, the arrangement 
explicit capacity, or the top usefulness that is utilized to assemble 
the engineering, is deteriorated into lower level functionalities. By 
recursively applying the capacity objective thinking, all more elevated 
level capacities can be disintegrated down to the sensible granulation 
[2].

 The most elevated level useful boundaries in the disintegration 
are called proportion of adequacy (MOEs). Still up in the air by the 
connections to and execution of the quick lower level utilitarian 
boundaries which are characterized as proportion of execution (MOPs). 
Those MOPs are the resultant of other even lower level practical 
boundaries called specialized execution measures (TPMs). With 
the fast headway of advances lately, the models of the present items 
have become intrinsically intricate. It for the most part comprises of 
exceptionally interrelated, interconnected, or intertwined substances. 
Furthermore, due to the pattern of looking for the best worth of item 
and bettering life at least expense with most extreme fulfillment, this 
complex design should be changed or stretched out constantly to track 
down new upper hands in quickly evolving market [3].

The engineering expansion can be acknowledged either by 
adding new utilitarian necessities to the current design or then again 
acquainting new measurements with measure extra execution of the 

engineering. On one hand, to accomplish new practical necessities, the 
extra capacities should be separated down to the sensible granulation 
like existing design. Then, at that point, it is needed to connect recently 
created useful boundaries with any remaining existing ones at each level 
of the design. The presentation of the drawn out framework relies upon 
the impact of inner connection among all practical boundaries in the 
drawn out design. Then again, when new execution metric is required, 
the presentation of new measurement for each useful boundary at each 
level along its worth pathway can gauge the framework capacity of new 
engineering [4].

Despite the fact that expansion of existing engineering in item 
configuration is progressively significant in the present serious world, 
research that can be utilized to guide such an expansion and survey 
the presentation of post-augmentation has been less engaged. Most 
existing writing in engineering demonstrating for configuration 
is centred around the appraisal of high level ascribes explicitly 
founded on KPAs. For instance, depicted an assessment strategy for 
evaluating a reach of arrangement of frameworks (SoS) meta-design 
options by characterizing the fluffy ideas and setting up rule sets for 
the general SoS. Renault introduced an evaluation model explicitly 
for automated flying vehicle (UAV) frameworks. This model surveys 
the likelihood of produced design meeting execution just as capacity 
prerequisites. Produced a proper portrayals of a distinct framework 
design and showed how these portrayals can be utilized to assess a 
started up framework engineering to decide if it is very much framed 
or not introduced a fluffy rationale based technique for Failure 
Mode and Effect Analysis for quality confirmation and dependability 
improvement, interdependencies among different disappointment 
modes with unsure proposed a methodology for the determination 
of elective models in an associated framework to expand flexibility of 
the general foundation framework. Renault and Dagli portrayed an 
incorporated strategy to survey SoS meta-design using the hereditary 
calculation enhanced KPAs and the Mamdani type rule based fluffy 
derivation framework. Likewise, Renault illustrated double use of rule 
based fluffy deduction [5].
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